
Jumpstart Foundry

Jumpstart Foundry is a seed-stage healthcare innovation fund with one ultimate 
goal: Make Something Better.

Jumpstart Foundry invests $150K in 15-20 healthcare startups from around the country 
each year. Jumpstart then guides and supports entrepreneurs using a systemized, 
step-by-step scaling process designed to help each business reach and surpass their 
goals.

The JSF fund now has over 100 companies in its growing portfolio and was reported as
Tennessee’s most active VC firm in January 2020 by CB Insights.
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Boston Technology Research
Boston, MA 

Software platform that provides a suite of tools to establish and maintain the regulatory compliance of 
computerized systems in a healthcare setting.

Chator
Athens, GA

Integrated platform to help operating rooms perform at their best by providing scheduling, messaging 
and advanced analytics tools for OR managers.

Drugviu
New York, NY

DrugViu is expanding the dataset on health, medication outcomes and clinical trials to include people 
of color by collecting verified medication outcomes and side effects from communities of color and 
recruiting them for clinical trials.

Elly
Los Angeles, CA

Elly is the world’s first empathetic audio companion for people impacted by cancer. Elly sends daily 
motivational and educational content to users and also provides sessions where users can learn and 
grow through other patients' relatable experiences.

http://www.bostontechnologyresearch.com/
http://www.connector.health/
http://www.drugviu.com/
http://www.ellyhealth.com/
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Hellopatients
Springfield, il

An Intelligent Patient Engagement platform to enables patient awareness of healthcare costs by 
providing payment transparency. HelloPatients assists providers in automating patient payments, 
allowing a patient to clearly understand what they owe the provider and then customize a payment 
plan accordingly.

Kamana
Richmond, VA

A SaaS platform eliminating inefficient and expensive processes used to manage healthcare 
credentials, onboarding, and job placements. Kamana provides nurses and allied healthcare 
professionals a universal credential management and sharing platform.

Lena
Houston, Tx

A Health Companion for seniors. Lena provides a text-based companion to combat social isolation and 
loniless during recovery. They provide patients with needed support at home while also extracting 
patient data from text interactions to loop in the care team at the right time.

Live Chair
Elkridge, MD

Live Chair has created a network of community partners powered by capabilities needed to reach, 
engage, and encourage health plans' hardest-to-reach members. Starting with barbers in African 
American communities, LiveChair barbers help their clients better manage chronic health conditions 
and live a healthier, happier life.

http://www.hellopatients.com/
http://www.kamanahealth.com/
http://www.joinlena.com/
http://www.livechair.co/
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Medaux
New York, Ny

MedAux helps hospitals guide patients using automated just-in-time instructions and checklists pre, 
peri, and post-procedure. In partnership with a hospital, MedAux works designs proprietary follow-up 
pathways specific to each procedure to automated patient-provider communications.

Medsien
Seattle, WA

Medsien helps practices rapidly implement Chronic Care Management programs for their patients 
without incremental administrative work. Medsien’s turnkey solution can enable rapid implementation 
of profitable solutions for practices and meaningful care and support for patients with chronic 
conditions.

Mimijumi
Nashville, TN

Mimijumi is a natural and intuitive baby bottle that promotes a better and more natural feeding 
experience for mom and baby.

Omnicure
Saint louis, MO

Omnicure, "The Mobile Tele-ICU", connects bedside providers with experienced intensivists any time, 
anywhere. Omnicure's low-cost solution leverages every day, off-the-shelf mobile technology 
allowing any hospital to implement tele-ICU services for their patients.

http://www.medaux.com/
http://www.medsien.com/
http://mimijumi.com/
http://omnicuremd.com/
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RXthat
Castle rock, co

A mobile platform that empowers patients and healthcare providers with accurate drug price 
comparisons between multiple pharmacies in real-time. RxThat's goal is to improve the health of 
patients by making prescriptions more affordable and clinical operations more efficient.

Samaritan
Seattle, WA

Samaritan has designed smart wallets for and with people experiencing homelessness. High-utilizer 
case managers and partnered CBOs use the smart wallets to engage at-risk individuals they seek to 
serve. Patients set housing and health goals alongside their CM and then can access financial and 
social capital from the community to successfully complete action steps in their care plan.

SpellBound
Ann arbor, mi

SpellBound uses augmented reality technology to more effectively engage patients with medical 
treatment in hospitals. Their immersive experiences can reduce the perception of pain and anxiety 
associated with a procedure, engage patients in motivating rehabilitative movement, and provide 3D 
simulations for educational purposes.

Welnys
Newark, Nj

Welnys works directly with HR benefits teams to power corporate wellness programs and help 
streamline the coordination of those programs. Welnys also works with payers and benefits brokers to 
serve their clients with world-class wellness resources.

http://www.rxthat.com/
http://www.samaritan.city/
http://spellboundar.com/
http://www.welnys.com/
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